Participants Comments
 Excellent three day program. Learnt so many things to improve as a
leader both in my personal and professional life…Head, Production
Support (Leading MNC Two Wheeler Manufacturer)
 This program connects with work life directly. Ability to take risk, how to
build good teams and incremental changes are my main learnings from
the workshop…Division Head, Manufacturing Support (Leading MNC
Two Wheeler Manufacturer)
 Excellent Workshop. I would certainly like to apply all my learning and
also nominate my colleagues for the workshop. Thank you for the
wonderful workshop…Manager HR(Leading Indian MNC Motor Cycle
Manufacturer)
 It was very effective and the workshop delivered its objective far beyond
my expectation. I can implement the learnings in both professional and
personal life and I certainly will….Group Manager(Leading Indian MNC
Motor Cycle Manufacturer)
 Excellent program with excellent presentation skills. Very informative
and participative and modern approach…..DGM (Leading MNC
Construction & Agriculture Equipment Manufacturer)
 Excellent. Contents are very relevant. Thoroughly enjoyed and gained
sufficient insight on the subject. Will utilise learning for future personal
development ….Head Quality (Leading MNC Construction & Agriculture
Equipment Manufacturer)
 It was a fantastic program. A very good way to present things and
thoughts. Way was so nice it directly comes into behaviour and
thoughts…..Head Production (Leading MNC Construction & Agriculture
Equipment Manufacturer)

 The program was very good. We at this moment of life actually need this
kind of workshop program. It simply motivated and changes our thought
about leadership….DGM SCM (Leading MNC Construction & Agriculture
Equipment Manufacturer)
 Delivery process is very good .It definitely changed my concept about
professional working….Head Projects (Leading MNC Construction &
Agriculture Equipment Manufacturer)
 Concepts were explained and demonstrated in a very simplified manner
with life time examples. I found it very beneficial for me and the whole
team…..Senior Manager Finance (Leading MNC Construction &
Agriculture Equipment Manufacturer)
 Excellent. Contents are very relevant. Thoroughly enjoyed and gained
sufficient insight on the subject. Will utilise learning for future personal
development ….Senior Manager, Quality (World's top manufacturers of
heavy equipment )
 It was a fantastic program. A very good way to present things and
thoughts. Way was so nice it directly comes into behaviour and
thoughts….. Senior Manager, Production (World's top manufacturers of
heavy equipment )
 The program was very good. We at this moment of life actually need this
kind of workshop program. It simply motivated and changes our thought
about leadership….Plant Head (World's top manufacturers of heavy
equipment )
 Concepts were explained and demonstrated in a very simplified manner
with life time examples. I found it very beneficial for me and the whole
team…..Production Unit Head (World's top manufacturers of heavy
equipment )
 Excellent, I believe the content was very relevant and very well
structured to ease the delivery. Additionally Pavan’s expertise on the
subject and addressing the questions of all participants was par
excellence… Senior Manager Risk Projects - Delivery & Transition(MNC
Financial Services)
 This program will enhance my leadership qualities and the process will
make me far better than I am now ….. AVP ( one of India's prominent
financial services group)
 The mode of learning was so clear that I was able to understand each
and every point clearly and by interactive conversation now my fear of






















speaking in a crowd has also vanished….. ASM ( one of India's prominent
financial services group)
The process followed was simple and precise. Covered both personal
and professional aspects together in one go…… VP ( One of India's
prominent financial services group)
I found this a very great learning experience. This has given me the
chance to explore myself. Right from the atmosphere to the contenteverything was very good….. Cluster Manager ( One of India's prominent
financial services group)
Delivery process was very good. Inclusive approach towards all. Was
interactive with value inputs from across the board…Branch Head ( One
of India's prominent financial services group)
It was very effective. Pavan was very knowledgeable, approachable, and
flexible and a true mentor. Lots of things to learn…VP (Leading
multinational investment banking and financial services)
Impactful, useful and easy to relate to. Lots of takeaways that I hope to
implement staring NOW... VP (Leading multinational investment banking
and financial services)
Fantastic, one of the best facilitators I have ever come across. Relevant
learnings…Executive Vice President, Financial Services
Excellent because of so many real life examples. Pavan was just so good
and at his natural best….South and West Zone Regional Head Sales
Financial Services
It was interesting, relevant to the modern day issues faced by
organisations. It gave tremendous insights on why and how it is
necessary to mobilise teams and create leaders at every level of the
organisation…Business Head North (Leading service provider to the
global travel industry)
Pavan has explained it to the ground, with real examples that arise in
business which helped understand it better and can be executed in daily
work life….Chief - Service Delivery (Leading service provider to the global
travel industry)
Perfect combination of audio video, role plays and inter-active sessions.
Very engaging, detailed and useful…General Manager-National Sales
(Leading service provider to the global travel industry)
It was very good especially the pace of the program. It was very
structured and full of learnings and eye opening with




















facts/examples…Chief - Supplier Relations & Business Development
(Leading service provider to the global travel industry)
Easy to understand with good examples that are relevant to day to day
work. Delivery process was excellent.It was well structured especially
the way it was spread pre-work & section followed by post-work….
Senior Manager, Leading MNC IT Company
It was an interactive session, there is a lot of take away and work on the
various aspects of LWT. It was a remarkable experience to be part of the
workshop, Looking forward to implement the ideas in the real world and
help my existence….Senior Software Engineer, Leading MNC IT Company
It is excellent. We never felt left out anytime during the training, I found
it to be connecting me really well. Was a nicely paced delivery, apt and
crisp exercises and good examples to relate to…Manager, Leading MNC
IT Company
Delivery process was excellent. Videos were very good, modules had
good content. Each one is a leader and we are responsible to make our
self the best we can be….Senior Manager, Leading MNC IT Company
The structure and flow at the program/workshop is excellent: material,
presentation and handbook are well designed. I am enlightened with
valuable inputs on Leadership. I am charged up as never before, I want
to put the concepts to practice....AGM (Strategic Planning), Navratna
Public Sector
I found this to be exceptionally good ,Throughout the 3 days of training
there was not a single moment when I felt disconnected or
bored….AGM, Navratna Public Sector
Insightful, Interactive and Real Learning…Group Manager, Indian MNC
Motorcycle Company
The workshop was an eye opener on how simple life can be. It is never
too late to start and I am ready now... Group Manager, Indian MNC
Motorcycle Company
Excellent Workshop. The videos and the discussions were flowing in the
right process/discussions were relevant and up to the standards which
can be termed as exemplary…Facility Director, One of Mumbai’s Best
and Biggest Hospital
Excellent because of so many real life examples. The content and
delivery was just so good …South and West Zone Regional Head Sales

 Excellent, I believe the content was very relevant and very well
structured to ease the delivery. Additionally Pavan’s expertise on the
subject and addressing the questions of all participants was par
excellence…Senior Manager Risk Projects - Delivery & Transition
 The delivery process was very good & the learning to be a leader and
how to be a leader was excellent. A good way to show a different
perspective on how to be a leader along with its qualities…GM, Leading
Shipping, Logistics Management ,Supply Chain Management MNC
 I have many takeaways that I can apply in real life. Facilitation is
excellent and he is very knowledgeable…. Senior Manager, Leading
global professional services firm
 The workshop and content of the training along with delivery process
was amazing and of great help to mould our future…..Director of Sales,
Leading Luxury Hotel Group
 The delivery process was very good & the learning to be a leader and
how to be a leader was excellent. A good way to show a different
perspective on how to be a leader along with its qualities…Regional sales
Manager, North, Manager Leading Financial Services Company
 Mr. Pavan was extremely good trainer. The topic which he explained &
the way they were explained were extremely done well. Would like to
be a part of his training in the future on some different topic. Executive
Chef, Leading Luxury Hotel Group
 Mr. Pavan Bakshi is a fantastic facilitator. He truly emerges in every
point he discussed and delivers with a master’s perfection. Assistant F &
B Manager, Leading Luxury Hotel Group
 Excellent Workshop. The videos and the discussions were flowing in the
right process/discussions were relevant and up to the standards which
can be termed as exemplary…Facility Director, One of Mumbai’s Best
and Biggest Hospital
 Process was well structured with appropriate examples, videos. It has
positively impacted the mind frame… Regional Head, HR Health Care.
 Well-paced, Interactive. Well thought program. A different and new way
to approach leadership and how it can impact everyone irrespective of
his job and position…Sales Force Effectiveness Coach of a multinational
pharmaceutical company

